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Abstract
A new unital is constructed in every commutative twisted 1eld plane. Such unitals are related
to a characterization of commutative semi1eld planes in terms of collineation groups 1xing a
unital. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A unital in a projective plane  of order q2 is a set U of q3 + 1 points such that
every line of  meets U in 1 or q+1 points. The absolute points of a unitary polarity
of PG(2; q2) form a unital which is often called a classical (or Hermitian) unital. The
interesting question of characterizing classical unitals by group theoretic properties has
been investigated over the last two decades, see [1–3,10,11,14]. Ho?er [18] proved that
if q is a prime power, and U is 1xed by a collineation group isomorphic to PSU(3; q2),
then ∼=PG(2; q2) and U is a classical unital. Kantor [20] gave the following group
theoretic characterization of classical unitals: Let G be a collineation group of  1x-
ing a unital U. If G contains some involutory perspectivities and acts on U as a
2-transitive permutation group, then ∼=PG(2; q2), PSU(3; q2)6G6PEL(3; q2) and
U is classical. Collineation groups G which 1x a unital U and act on it as a primitive
permutation group have been completely classi1ed in [7] for q odd, and in [8] for q
even. The classi1cation theorem states that such a unital U only exists in PG(2; q2)
and that U is classical. Also, ∼=PG(2; q2) and PSU(3; q2)6G6PEL(3; q2), apart
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from some sporadic cases. It has been conjectured that this theorem holds true under
the weaker condition that G is transitive on U.
If we assume that G 1xes a point of U and acts transitively on the remaining points
of U, the picture becomes richer, as such unitals exist in certain commutative semi1eld
planes. In fact, every commutative twisted 1eld plane admits a polarity whose absolute
points form a unital U with the following properties, see [4,15]:
(i) U is parabolic, that is, it has only one point at in1nity;
(ii) U is a transitive parabolic unital, that is, the collineation group G 1xing U is
transitive on the aOne points of U.
In Section 2 we construct a new transitive parabolic unital in every commutative
twisted 1eld plane by using a procedure similar to that employed by Hirschfeld and
Szo˝nyi [17] for the construction of certain BM-unitals in Desarguesian planes. Our
main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let  be a translation plane of odd order containing a transitive
parabolic unital U. Assume that the collineation group G of  6xing U contains
an a8ne homology. Then
(i)  is a semi6eld plane;
(ii) G has a normal subgroup K that acts on the a8ne points of U as a sharply
transitive permutation group.
Also; if K is abelian; then
(iii)  is a commutative semi6eld plane.
We notice that if U consists of the absolute points of a unitary polarity in a De-
sarguesian plane or a commutative twisted 1eld plane, then the last condition is not
satis1ed. In contrast, the unital constructed in Section 3 has this property.
Our notation and terminology are standard, see [19].
2. A new transitive parabolic unital in a commutative twisted eld plane
Twisted 1elds and translation planes coordinatized by twisted 1elds were introduced
by Albert, see [5,6,12, p. 242]. A recent survey on this subject is [9].
In this paper we adopt the model of a commutative twisted 1eld plane introduced
in [4]. Since we are dealing with unitals, we assume from now on that the plane has
order q2.
Let GF(q2) be a Galois 1eld of order q=p2n, p odd prime, containing a sub1eld
GF(d) such that −1 is not a (d−1)-th power in GF(q2). Let d=ps, and put r=2n=s.
Then r¿ 3 is odd, and every element x∈GF(q2) can be uniquely expressed as x= ad+
a, with a∈GF(q2). The commutative twisted 1eld Q(+; ?) of order q2 (also called
the commutative Albert semi-1eld) may be obtained from GF(q2) by replacing the
multiplication in GF(q2) with a new one de1ned by the rule (ad+a)?(bd+b)= adb+
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abd. Correspondingly, the aOne plane S coordinatized by Q(+; ?) may be obtained
from the Desarguesian plane AG(2; q2) over GF(q2) by replacing non-vertical lines
(that is lines not through the in1nity point (∞)) with graphs of functions over GF(q2).
These functions are y=mdx + mxd + w, where m;w range over GF(q2). Translations
of AG(2; q2) are also translations of S. Also, for every a; b; c∈GF(q2), we have a
collineation x′= x + a; y′= cdx + cxd + y + b which is either a translation (if c=0),
or a shear with special point (∞) (if a=0; c =0), or a product of them. The group
 consisting of these collineations is a metabelian group of order q6. Also,  is a
normal subgroup of the full collineation group  of S. Let  denote the projective
plane arising from S.
It is easy to check that for every a∈GF(q2) the points P(x; y) with y= xd+1 + a
together with (∞) form a parabolic oval in , see [13]. We will denote it by a.
Our purpose is to show how to select q ovals a in such a way that their union is a
unital in . To do this we will use the construction technique employed in [17], and
in particular the following key result, see ibid. Lemma 5:2.
Lemma 2.1. Let = a + b∈GF(q2)\GF(q); q odd. If a; b range over GF(q); then
there are precisely 12 (q−1) elements u∈GF(q) such that −u is a square in GF(q2).
Fix a non-square element t ∈GF(q2) and de1ne U as the union of the ovals ht
with h ranging over GF(q). Note that any two of these ovals only share the in1nity
point (∞). Hence, U has size q3 + 1, as it consists of q3 aOne points together with
the point (∞) at in1nity.
Theorem 2.2. U is a transitive parabolic unital in .
Proof: It is straightforward to check that for every (b; c) with b∈GF(q2) and c∈GF(q)
the map ’b;c := (x; y)→ (x+ b; y+ bxd + bdx+ bd+1 + ct) is a collineation of  which
1xes U. Also, these collineations form an elementary abelian group K of order q3 that
1xes (∞) and acts on the aOne points of U as a sharply transitive permutation group.
To prove that U is a unital in , we take a line u of  and consider the intersection
u∩U. By the transitivity of K on the aOne points of U, we may assume that u passes
through the origin O(0; 0). If u coincides with the X -axis, then u∩U is just the origin.
If u coincides with the Y -axis, then u meets each oval a just once, and hence u∩U
consists of q aOne points plus (∞). Now, we assume that u has equation y=mdx+mxd
with a non-zero element m∈GF(q2). Then the x-coordinates of the common points of
u with ht are those roots of the polynomial xd+1−mdx+mxd+ht which lie in GF(q2).
Since this polynomial can also be written in the form (x−m)d+1− (md+1−ht), it turns
out that if md+1−ht is a non-square in GF(q2), then u is an external line to ht . We will
show that this happens for exactly (q−1)=2 values of h in GF(q). As t is a non-square
in GF(q2), the condition is equivalent to saying that (md+1=t)−h is a square in GF(q2).
Since md+1=t is in GF(q2)\GF(q), the claim follows from Lemma 2.1. This implies that
the number of ovals ht , h∈GF(q), meeting u in one point or two distinct points is at
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most (q+1)=2. Hence |u∩U|6 q+1: Now, if u ranges over all lines through the origin
and di?ers from both axes, we get
∑
h∈GF(q)\{0} |u∩U|6 (q2 − 1)q+1= q3 − q+1:
Adding to this q, the number of the points of U on the axes minus the origin, we
obtain q3 + 1, the number of all points of U. Hence equality holds in the previous
bound, and so |u∩U|= q+1 for every line u di?erent from the X -axis. Therefore, U
is a unital.
The following theorem shows that U has quite a large collineation group.
Theorem 2.3. The unital U is 6xed by a collineation group of order q3(q− 1) which
is the semidirect product of an elementary abelian group K of order q3 by a cyclic
group $ of order q− 1. In particular; U is not equivalent to the unital arising from
the known unitary polarity of .
Proof: For every v∈GF(q)\{0}, the map  v : (x; y) → (vx; vd+1y) is a collineation of
 which maps a into b where b= vd+1a. In particular, U is 1xed by  v, and hence
by the cyclic group $ consisting of all collineations  v with v ranging over GF(q)\{0}.
A straightforward check shows that $ is contained in the normalizer of K . Hence the
group generated by K and $ is their semidirect product. That U is not equivalent to
the known unital arising from a unitary polarity of  depends on the fact that the latter
one cannot be 1xed by an elementary abelian collineation group transitive on its aOne
points, see in [4, Section 2].
The following theorem shows that if one changes t into another non-square element
of GF(q2) then the resulting unital is equivalent to the previous one.
Theorem 2.4. Let t and t′ be two non-square elements in GF(q2). Let U and U′ be
the corresponding unitals obtained by the above procedure. Then  has a collineation
that takes U to U′.
Proof: It is easy to check that if t′= ud+1t for an element u∈GF(q2), then the
collineation (x; y)→ (ux; ud+1y) takes U to U′. To show the existence of such an ele-
ment u∈GF(q2), de1ne T= {ud+1t : u∈GF(q2)\{0}}. Since d is odd, T entirely con-
sists of non-square elements of GF(q2). Hence we only need to check that T has size
(q2− 1)=2. Let u; v∈GF(q2)\{0} satisfy the condition ud+1 = vd+1. Then (u=v)d+1 =1.
This yields (u=v)2 = 1 by g:c:d:[d+ 1; q2 − 1]= 2, and the claim follows.
3. A characterization of semield planes
Let  be a translation plane satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. Our purpose
is to show that both (i) and (ii) in Theorem 1.1 hold.
Let Y∞ denote the only point of U at in1nity.
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Lemma 3.1. The group G acts transitively both on the set of points at in6nity distinct
from Y∞ and the set of a8ne lines through Y∞.
Proof: For any two points U1 and U2 at in1nity both distinct from Y∞, take two aOne
tangents of U, namely a tangent u1 through U1 and a tangent u2 through U2. Let V1
and V2 be the tangency points. Note that both are aOne points. Since G is transitive
on U, there exists g∈G such that g(V1)=V2, and hence g(u1)= u2. Since g 1xes the
line at in1nity, this yields that g(U1)=U2. A similar argument shows the second half
of the lemma.
Lemma 3.1 has the following corollary concerning aOne homologies in G.
Lemma 3.2. Each point at in6nity di<erent from Y∞ is the centre; and each a8ne
line through Y∞ is the axis; of exactly one a8ne homology in G.
Proof: By [7, Lemma 1], a point P is the centre and a line r is the axis of at most
one involutory homology 1xing a unital U. If such an involutory homology exists,
then P is not on U, and r is a chord of U. Let h be an aOne homology in G. Then
the centre of h is a point U at in1nity distinct from Y∞. Since h 1xes Y∞, its axis u
passes through Y∞. Thus the claim follows from the previous lemma.
Let H be the set of all non-trivial aOne homologies in G.
Lemma 3.3. For any two distinct h1; h2 ∈H; the product h1h2 has order a power of p.
Proof: Since the common point Y∞ of the axes of h1 and h2 lies on the line through
their centres, the order of h1h2 divides q2 by a known result; see for instance [19,
Exercise 4:16].
Let 〈H 〉 be the subgroup of G generated by H . By [16, Corollary 3], the commutator
subgroup K of 〈H 〉 has index 2 and its order is a power of p.
Lemma 3.4. The group K acts transitively on the set of all a8ne lines through Y∞.
Proof: Every h∈H 1xes exactly one aOne line through Y∞, namely its own axis.
Gleason’s theorem [12, 4:3:15] together with Lemma 3.2 shows that 〈H 〉 is transitive
on the set of aOne lines through Y∞. Since this set has odd size, K is also transitive
on it. Also, by the previous result, [〈H 〉 :K] = 2.
According to Lemma 3.4, we write the order of K in the form q2p++ where p de-
notes the order of the translation subgroup of K . Note that p6 q, as such translations
have the same centre Y∞ and hence 1x the set of common points of U with a chord
through Y∞. The group K together with the full translation group T of  generates a
p-group M . It should be noted that M does not 1x U. Since T is a normal subgroup
of M , we have that |M |= |K ||T |=|K ∩ T |, and hence M has order q6p+.
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Proposition 3.5. The translation plane  can be coordinatized by a semi6eld.
Proof: Let r be an aOne line whose point at in1nity is Y∞, and let Mr denote the sta-
bilizer of r in M . By Lemma 3.1, Mr has order q4p+. Since each translation commutes
with each aOne homology, the centre Z(Mr) of Mr contains all translations with centre
Y∞, and hence Z(Mr) acts on the aOne points of r as a sharply transitive permutation
group. Let SMr be the permutation group on the aOne points of r induced by Mr . From
the above, we have that the centre Z( SMr) of SMr contains a sharply transitive subgroup.
This yields that SMr coincides with its own centre. In particular, SMr is an elementary
abelian group of order q2. This shows that the kernel of the above permutation rep-
resentation of Mr is a subgroup of order q2p+. This kernel consists of aOne elations
with centre Y∞ and axis r, and hence is a shear group of order q2p+. This yields that
 can be coordinatized by a semi1eld, see [19, Chapter VI, Section 6]. Further, since
any elation group of  with aOne axis has order at most q2, we also have +=0.
Proposition 3.6. The group K is a normal subgroup of G which acts on the a8ne
points of U as a sharply transitive permutation group.
Proof: As we have seen at the end of the previous proof, + is equal to zero. Hence
K has order q2p. We prove that p = q.
Since G is transitive on the aOne points of U, a Sylow p-subgroup of G has order
q3p/. Let Sp be a Sylow p-subgroup containing K . The kernel of the permutation
representation of Sp on the set of all points at in1nity di?erent from Y∞ is a translation
group W of order qp/ with centre Y∞. Hence p/ =1, and p¿ q. On the other hand,
we have p6 q, and the claim follows. We also have that W is transitive on the
set consisting of all the q common aOne points of U with a chord through Y∞.
This together with Lemma 3.4 yields that K is sharply transitive on the aOne points
of U.
4. A characterization of commutative semield planes
Now, we assume that K is abelian, and prove that  can always be coordinatized
by a commutative semi1eld.
According to Proposition 3.5, let Q=Q(+; ?) be a semi1eld coordinatizing  such
that the special point Y∞ of  coincides with the in1nite point of U. Without loss
of generality we may assume that the origin O=(0; 0) lies on U and the x-axis is
the tangent to U at O. Since K contains a translation group of order q, we have
a subgroup C in the additive group of Q such that the translations in K are the
collineations (x; y)→ (x; y + c) with c ranging over C. This allows us to parametrize
U in the following manner:
U= {(x; g(x) + c) | x∈Q; c∈C} ∪ {Y∞};
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where g(x) is a suitable function de1ned over Q such that g(0)= 0. Furthermore, K
consists of collineations of type (x; y) → (x + a; y + u?x + b) with a; u; b∈Q. The
relations among the parameters a; u; b are given in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. There exists a bijective function f(x) de6ned over Q such that every
element k ∈K can be written in a unique way as
k : (x; y)→ (x + a; y + f(a)?x + c + g(a));
where a∈Q and c∈C.
Proof: Let the collineation k : (x; y) → (x + a; y + u?x + b) 1x U. Since k sends the
origin O to the point (a; b), the latter point also lies on U, and hence b= g(a) + c
for an element c∈C. Assume that k has another representation of this kind, namely
(x; y)→ (x+ Sa; y+ Su?x+g( Sa)+ Sc). Since k−1 : (x; y)→ (x−a; y−u?x+u?a−c−g(a)),
this yields that the collineation kk−1 is given by v : (x; y)→ (x+ Sa−a; y+( Su−u)?x−
( Su−u)?a+g( Sa)−g(a)+ Sc−c). Since v is the identity, we have a= Sa; u= Su and c= Sc.
We show next that, if k1 : (x; y)→ (x+a1; y+u?x+g(a1)+c1) is a di?erent collineation
in K with same u, then a= a1 and c = c1. Consider the collineation t= k−1k1 : (x; y)→
(x+ a1− a; y+ g(a1)− g(a)+ c1− c). Note that t is actually a translation. Since every
non-trivial translation in K has centre Y∞, we conclude that a1 − a=0, and the claim
follows. Now, since K has order q3, to obtain each element of K the parameter u must
assume all values in Q. This shows that we can de1ne a bijective function u=f(a)
over Q, such that every collineation k ∈K has the required equation.
Lemma 4.2. If K is abelian; then f(b)?a=f(a)?b; for any two a; b∈Q.
Proof: Let k; m∈K with k : (x; y) → (x + a; y + f(a)?x + g(a) + c) and m : (x; y) →
(x + b; y + f(b)?x + g(b) + d). Then
km : (x; y)→ (x + a+ b; y + (f(a) + f(b))?x + f(b)?a+ g(a) + c + g(b) + d):
By the hypothesis mk = km, and this yields f(b)?a=f(a)?b.
Proposition 4.3. If K is abelian; then  can be coordinatized by a commutative
semi6eld.
Proof: Let 1 be the multiplicative unit of Q. Let a; b be any two elements in Q. By
Lemma 4.2, f(b)=f(b)?1=f(1)?b. Hence f(b)?a=(f(1)?b)?a. Similarly,
f(a)?b=(f(1)?a)?b. By Lemma 4.2, this yields (f(1)?b)?a=(f(1)?a)?b. By a
known result [15], see also [19, Exercise 8:10], Q is isotopic to a commutative semi-
1eld. By [19, Theorem 8:11],  itself can be coordinatized by a commutative
semi1eld.
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